
Hidden Treasure! 

 
Use the clues to find the treasure! 
 
Remember that you are after the square that each treasure chest is buried in. 
 
You will need the treasure map, a ruler and compasses.  
 

Clue 1 - part i 
The first treasure chest is due north from 
Pythagoras Peak  

 Clue 1 - part ii 
The first treasure chest is due west from the tree 
on Eight Hill Coconuts   

Clue 2 - part i 
The second treasure chest is less than 2 cm on 
the map from the tree at Double Palm Rise and is 
on the coast 

Clue 2 - part ii  
The second treasure chest is closer to the Yellow 
Creek River mouth than the Double Palm Tree 
Rise tree 

Clue 3 - part i 
The third treasure chest is buried equidistant from 
the two groups of trees on Four Palms Beach 

Clue 3 - part ii 
The third treasure chest is buried equidistant from 
the two trees on Three Bone Island 

Clue 4 - part i 
The fourth treasure chest is along the angle 
bisector between a line from the tree on Glutton 
Rock and the Lone Leaning Tree and a line from 
the Lone Leaning Tree and the tree on Eight Hill 
Coconuts 
  

Clue 4 - part ii 
The fourth treasure chest is along the angle 
bisector between a line from the tree on Glutton 
Rock and the Lone Leaning Tree and a line from 
the tree on Glutton Rock and the Eastern tree on 
Three Bone Island 

Clue 5 - part i 
The fifth treasure chest is equal distance from 
Pythagoras Peak and the Lone Leaning Tree. 

Clue 5 - part ii 
The fifth treasure is on the beech of Dead Man’s 
Bay 

 
 
Where would you bury a treasure chest? Write two clues to identify the square. 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 

 


